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Executive Summary 

Purpose 

The purpose of this briefing note is to highlight current problems and barriers to the primary health care 

(PHC) for diabetes by taking a health system perspective and looking at vulnerable parts of the population. 

Policy recommendations are necessary to improve the integrated diabetes care in Cambodian PHC system 

through synthesis of evidence-based interventions that have been evidently shown to improve practice of 

diabetes care and management in the PHC, in Cambodia or in other low-and middle-income settings. 

Problem 

It was observed that the prevalence of diabetes in Cambodia among population aged 18-69 in 2016 was 

9.6% in 2016, but it was only 2.9% of the age groups 25-64 in 2010. The prevalence of deaths attributable 

to diabetes has also increased by 45.9% between 2007 and 2017. However, the integrated care for diabetes 

in the Cambodian PHC is quite limited.  

Size of the problem  

• The demographic and epidemiological transition will lead to an aging population and an increase in 

non-communicable diseases (NCDs) including diabetes 

• The prevalence of people at high risk with impaired fasting blood glucose was also observed 

significantly high (8.9% of the age groups 18-69) in 2016. 

• More than 50% of Cambodian with diabetes lack access to treatment and only one quarter reached good 

glucose control 

Underlying factors 

• NCD services at the level of primary health care are still at its infancy.  

• The existing care organizations for diabetes are implementing their initiatives on care models in isolation 

with little linkage with one another. 

• Out of pocket payments accounts for more than 50% of all health expenditure. There are still large 

segments of the population not under any social health protection scheme, especially elderly. This 

constraints access to prevention and care for diabetes. 

 

To strengthen the integrated diabetes care in the Cambodian PHC, we propose addressing the above-

mentioned underlying factors through the following policy recommendations. 

Policy Recommendations 

 Recommendation 1: Strengthen the role and capacity of health care organization  

• National level: 

- Rapid scale up of World Health Organization Package of Essential Noncommunicable 

disease interventions (WHO PEN program) 

- Revise and update nursing pre-service curriculum to enhance the role of nursing staff to meet 

demand for NCD (in particular diabetes) care  

- Integrate PEs into a formal system of CHWs 

- Revise and update scope of practice of nurses 

- Include diabetes (and other NCDs) questions in H-EQIP assessments  

- Link performance-based payment (as part of H-EQIP) to NCDs (diabetes in particular) 

- Expand coverage of social health protection scheme among the elderly in informal sector 

- Invest in integrating databases 
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• Sub-national level: 

- Provincial Health Department (PHD) and Operational District (OD) assign and support a 

focal point person to facilitate the NCD program—in particular the WHO PEN 

- The PHD focal point person establishes a regular meeting schedule with each OD focal point 

person 

- The OD focal point person establishes a regular meeting schedule with a focal point person 

from a referral hospital and health centers for refreshing training and problem-solving 

purposes 

- Each OD focal point person closely works with a person in charge of drug request and supply 

at OD 

- Each OD focal point liaises with the Department of Preventive Medicine for on the job 

training for health care staff at both hospital and health centers 

- Make efficient use of decentralization as a window of opportunity 

- Each OD focal point person is responsible coordinating health information system 

• Institutional level: 

- Each referral hospital and health center assign and support a focal point person for NCD 

program—in the particular the WHO PEN 

- Strengthen a multi-disciplinary team of physicians, nurses and pharmacists at the PHC level 

in implementation of the WHO PEN 

- Provide routine screening for diabetes at the triage for both hospitals and health centers 

- Provide proper treatment at hospitals for severe cases  

- Provide follow up care for stabilized cases and pre-diabetes cases at health centers 

- Increase the role of pharmacist-led care providing pharmaceutical care and health promotion 

activities in improving diabetes patients’ outcomes at both hospitals and health centers (can 

be nurses who play the role). 

- Incentivize performance of the multi-disciplinary team 

- Use Services Delivery Grant (SDG) to ensure adequate medicines and equipment for 

treatment at hospitals and follow up care at health centers 

- Recruit a non-health staff to be in charge of health information in health facilities 

- Strengthen the leading role of the referral hospital in improving referral system 

- Continue follow up Community Health Workers (CHWs) included Village Health Support 

Group (VHSG) and peer educator (PE) in case detection, follow up care and self-

management support 

• Community level: 

- Raise awareness of NCDs (in particular diabetes) at the Health Center Management 

Committee (HCMC) platform 

- Support CHWs (VHSG and PE) to assist the health centers in case detection and follow up 

care 

- CHWs (VHSG and PE) support health centers in case detection, follow up care and self-

management support 

- Mobilize community resources to support NCD programs (diabetes in particular) 

- CHWs (VHSG and PE) regularly report follow up cases to each health center 

- Raise awareness of NCDs (in particular diabetes) at community through CHWs’ health 

education/promotion  

 

 

 

 Recommendation 2: Empower community support 
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• National level: 

- Recognize an important role of CHWs (VHSG and PE) in care management 

- Allocate SDG for supporting CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

- Consider regular financial remunerations in order to improve their working conditions and 

satisfaction which in turn could lead to improved health care. 

- Support and provide adequate IEC materials to promote health education in their 

communities. 

• Sub-national level: 

- Strengthen partnerships with NGOs and other community actors in supporting CHWs (VHSG 

and PE) 

• Institutional level: 

- Incentivize CHWs (VHSG and PE) through free health care for themselves and immediate 

family members 

- Health centers provide training to CWHs (VHSG and PE) on care management  

- Adopt the shared decision-making process among CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

- Use SDG to incentivize CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

• Community level: 

- Make effective use of HCMC platform in promoting NCD program (diabetes in particular) 

- Mobilize community resources to support CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

- Adopt the shared decision-making process among CHWs and patients which is key element 

of successful interventions on diabetes care and management 

 

 Recommendation 3: Expand the use of digital technologies to support self-management and 

coordination for the continuum of care 

• National level: 

- Support use of digital technologies and continuum of care 

- Increase coverage of PMRS among health centers 

• Sub-national level: 

- Organize training for health care staff on use of digital technologies 

- Organize training on how to use Patient Management Registration System (PMRS) 

• Institutional level: 

- Adopt some digital technologies in management and work of hospitals and health centers 

- Use some available software application to manage care with patients at both hospitals and 

health centers 

• Community level: 

- Adopt digital technologies as continuum of care and promoting self-management 

 

 

 Recommendation 4: Strengthen ownership of local health governance 

• National level: 

- NIPH provides training on leadership and management to health center and hospital directors 

- Support community-based care 

• Sub-national level: 

- Involve in all budget and resource planning in the province and district level 

- Organize training to health care staff on decentralization  

- Support and facilitate community-based care 

• Institutional level: 

- Increase trust and strengthen collaboration with commune leaders 
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- Set up priority planning for implementation of community-based care on diabetes 

 

• Community level: 

- Engage actively in HCMC meetings 

 

Implementation considerations 

 

• Enhance the nurses’ existing core capabilities with well-regulated nursing staff on appropriate 

work-loads and skills mix and minimize organizational risk  

• Train CHWs to improve their competencies prior to implementation  

• Educational reinforcement using technological devices 

• On-going supervision and mentorship are crucial from higher level management.  

• Maintaining great efforts and strong mutual coordination from well-trained health workforce at all 

level is essential.  

• The concept of selecting younger health workers should be expanded and implemented. 

• Political and financial commitment from government lead to the long run of task shifting through 

supporting adequate resources for training activities 

• Performance-based incentives were considered efficient in increasing CHWs’ job motivations and 

improving their work performance 

• Strengthen implementation of National Social Protection Policy framework 2016–2025 in order to 

contribute to achieving Universal Health Coverage in Cambodia by expanding population coverage 

under the Health Equity Fund and the NSSF 

• Expand the coverage of training on leadership and management among health care professionals 

via the approved course conducted by the National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) 

• Extend the coverage of training on leadership and management to local community leaders. This 

course is available and conducted by National School of Local Administration (NASLA) under 

General Department of Administration, Ministry of Interior 
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សេចក្តីេសខេប 

សោលបំណខ 

សោលបំណខនៃសេចក្តីព្រាខអត្ថបទសោលៃសោបាលសៃេះ គឺស ើម្បបីង្ហា ញអំពីបញ្ហា ៃិខការព្របឈម្
នានា ក្នុខសពលបចចុបបៃន ចំសាេះការថែទំេុខភាពបឋម្នៃជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ សោយថអែក្សលើទេសៃវេ័ិ
យរបេ់ព្របព័ៃធេុខាភិបាល ៃិខ ពិៃិត្យសម្ើលសលើថអនក្ថ លង្ហយរខសព្រោេះរបេ់ព្របជាជៃ។ អៃុសាេៃ៍
សោលៃសោបាយគឺមាៃសារៈេំខាៃ់ណាេ់ ស ើម្បសី្វើឱ្យព្របសេើរស ើខៃូវសេវាថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ 
ក្នុខសេវាថែទំបឋម្សៅក្ម្ពុជា តាម្រយៈការេំសោគៃូវបទអៃតរាគម្ៃ៍សោយថអែក្សលើភេតុតាខ ថ ល
បាៃបង្ហា ញជាក់្ថេតខ ក្នុខការចូលរមួ្ថក្លម្ែការអៃុវត្តការថែទំ ៃិខព្រគប់ព្រគខជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ក្នុខសេ
វាថែទំេុខភាពបឋម្នៃព្របសទេក្ម្ពុជា ឬ ព្របសទេថ លមាៃ ព្របាក់្ចំណូលទប ៃិខម្្យម្សអសខៗសទៀ
ត្។  

បញ្ហា  

អព្រតាសព្របវា៉ា ខ់នៃជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្សៅក្ម្ពុជាគឺ ៩% ក្នុខឆ្ន ំ ២០១៦ ក្នុខចំសណាម្ព្របជាជៃអាយុពី ១៨ 
សៅ ៦៩ ឆ្ន ំ  ប៉ាុថៃត សៅក្នុខឆ្ន ំ ២០១០ អព្រតាសព្របវា៉ា ខ់នៃជំខឺសៃេះមាៃព្រតឹ្ម្ថត្ ២.៩% ថត្ប៉ាុសណាណ េះ។ អព្រតា
សព្របវា៉ា ខ់នៃការសាា ប់ថ លបណាត លម្ក្ពីជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ក៏្បាៃសក្ើៃស ើខអខថ ររហួត្ ល់ ៤៥,៩% 
ក្នុខចសនាា េះឆ្ន ំ ២០០៧ ៃិខឆ្ន ំ ២០១៧ ។ ោ៉ាខណាមិ្ញ សេវាថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ក្នុខសេវាថែទំ
បឋម្នៃព្របសទេក្ម្ពុជាសៅមាៃកំ្រតិ្សៅស ើយ។ 

ទំហំនៃបញ្ហា  

• ការផ្លា េ់បតូរព្របជាសាស្តេតៃិខព្របព័ៃធសអពីស មី្សាស្តេត ៃឹខនំាឱ្យមាៃការសក្ើៃស ើខព្របជាជៃថ លមាៃ 
វយ័ចំណាេ់ ៃិខការសក្ើៃស ើខនៃជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ (NCDs) អខថ រ ថ លក្នុខសនាេះរមួ្មាៃជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្
ថអែម្អខថ រ 

• អព្រតាសព្របវា៉ា ខ់នៃព្របជាជៃថ លមាៃហាៃិភ័យខពេ់ៃឹខកំ្រតិ្ជាតិ្េករខពេ់ក្នុខឈាម្ បាៃសក្ើៃស ើខ
គួរឱ្យក្ត់្េមាា ល់ (៨,៩% ក្នុខចំសណាម្ព្របជាជៃអាយុពី ១៨ សៅ ៦៩ ឆ្ន ំ) ក្នុខឆ្ន ំ ២០១៦។ 
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• ព្របជាជៃសលើេពី ៥០% ថ លបាៃសក្ើត្ជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ មិ្ៃបាៃសៅទទួលការពាបាល  សហើយ 
ព្រតឹ្ម្ថត្ ១/៤  ប៉ាុសណាណ េះថ លបាៃទទួលការពាបាលព្រគប់ព្រគខជាតិ្េករបាៃព្រតឹ្ម្ព្រត្ូវ។ 

ក្តាត ថ លបខកមូ្លសហតុ្ 

• សេវាថែទំជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ (NCD) សៅក្ព្រមិ្ត្ថែទំេុខភាពបឋម្គឺសៅមាៃភាពទៃ់សខោយសៅស ើយ។ 
• អខាភាពថ លកំ្ពុខអតល់សេវាថែទំេុខភាព ល់អនក្ជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្កំ្ពុខថត្អៃុវត្តគំៃិត្អតួចសអតើម្រ
របេ់ពួក្សគសរៀខៗខាួៃ ោច់សោយថ ក្ពីោន  ៃិខ មាៃទំនាក់្ទំៃខតិ្ចតួ្ចជាមួ្យោន ក្នុខសពលអតល់
សេវា ។ 

• ការចំណាយសោយសព្របើព្របាេ់ែវកិាផ្លា ល់ខាួៃ (ព្របាក់្សហាស ៉ាខាួៃឯខ) មាៃសព្រចើៃជាខ ៥០% នៃការ
ចំណាយសលើេុខភាពទំខអេ់ក្នុខព្របសទេក្ម្ពុជា។ ព្របជាជៃ មាៃចំៃួៃសព្រចើៃសទៀត្ ថ លមិ្ៃបាៃ
េថិត្សព្រកាម្គសព្រមាខោំារេុខភាពេខាម្ ជាពិសេេម្ៃុេសចាេ់។ បញ្ហា សៃេះ រារាខំ ល់ការទទួល
បាៃការការារ ៃិខ ថែទំេព្រមាប់ជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្។ 

ស ើម្បពីព្រខឹខសេវាថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ក្នុខសេវាបឋម្នៃព្របសទេក្ម្ពុជា សយើខសេនើរសអាយមាៃការសោេះ
ស្រសាយ ក្តាត ថ លបខកសអាយមាៃមូ្លសហតុ្ខាខសលើតាម្រយៈអៃុសាេៃ៍សោលៃសោបាយ ូចខាខ
សព្រកាម្៖ 

អៃុសាេៃ៍សោលៃសោបាយ 

 អៃុសាេៃ៍ទី ១៖ ពព្រខឹខតួ្នាទី ៃិខ េម្ត្ថភាពរបេ់ព្របពៃធ័ថែទំសេវាេុខភាព 
• ថ្នន ក់្ជាតិ្ 
- ពព្រខីក្ការអៃុវត្តការថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ថ លជាថអនក្មួ្យ នៃក្ញ្ច ប់ក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីអៃតរាគម្ៃ៍ចំាបាច់
េព្រមាប់ជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខរបេ់អខាការេុខភាពពិភពសោក្ (WHO PEN) សអាយបាៃឆ្ប់រហ័េ ។ 

- ថក្េំរលួ ៃិខ ោក់្បញ្ចូ លការព្រគប់ព្រគខជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ក្នុខក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីបណតុ េះបណាត លគិោៃុបោា
ក្/យិកាមុ្ៃសពលចូលបំសរ ើការអតល់សេវាសៃេះ ស ើម្បីសលើក្កំ្ពេ់តួ្នាទីគិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកាក្នុខការ
បំសពញត្ព្រម្ូវការការថែទំជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ (ពិសេេជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្) 

- ោក់្បញ្ចូ ល បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រមិំ្ត្តថ លស ើរតួ្ជាអនក្េព្រម្បេព្រម្ួលក្នុខការជួយម្ណឌ លេុខ
ភាព ៃិខបុគាលិក្គាីៃិក្ទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ សោយជួយោំព្រទអនក្ជំខឺក្នុខការព្រគប់ព្រគខកំ្រតិ្ជាតិ្េករ ក្នុខ
ឈាម្របេ់ពួក្សគថ លនំាឱ្យមាៃការអៃុវត្តក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីព្របសេើរស ើខ ៃិខលទធអលទទួលបាៃលែ។ 
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- ថក្េំរលួៃិខ ស្វើបចចុបបៃនភាពសលើទំហំនៃការអៃុវត្តការង្ហររបេ់គិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកា 
- ោក់្បញ្ចូ លេំៃួរទក់្ទខៃឹខ សេវាជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ (ពិសេេជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្) សៅក្នុខការវាយតំ្
នលរបេ់ H-EQIP 

- ភាា ប់ទំនាក់្ទំៃខរវាខការអតល់ការសលើក្ទឹក្ចិត្ត ល់ព្រក្មុ្ការង្ហរថ លមាៃជំនាញខាខសលើសោយ
ថអែក្សលើលទធអលការង្ហរ (ថអនក្នៃ H-EQIP) ជាមួ្យៃឹខសេវាជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ (ពិសេេជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្
ថអែម្) 

- ពព្រខីក្វសិាលភាពនៃគសព្រមាខោំារេុខភាពេខាម្ក្នុខចំសណាម្ម្ៃុេសចាេ់ក្នុខវេ័ិយសព្រៅអាូវ
ការ 

- វៃិិសោគសលើព្របព័ៃធពត៌្មាៃេុខាភិបាលថ លមាៃលក្េណៈរមួ្បញ្ចូ លោន  
• ថ្នន ក់្សព្រកាម្ជាតិ្(ម្ៃាីរេុខាភិបាល ៃិខ ស្រេកុ្ព្របតិ្បត្តិ) 
- ម្ៃាីរេុខាភិបាល ៃិខ ស្រេុក្ព្របតិ្បត្តិ ព្រត្ូវថត្ខតំាខ ៃិខោំព្រទបុគាលិក្បសង្ហា លទទួលខុេព្រត្ូវក្នុខ
ការេព្រម្បេព្រម្ួលក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ-ពិសេេការអៃុវត្តការថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ថ លជា
ថអនក្មួ្យ នៃក្ញ្ច ប់ក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីអៃតរាគម្ៃ៍ចំាបាច់េព្រមាប់ជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខរបេ់អខាការេុខភាពពិភព
សោក្ (WHO PEN) 

- បុគាលិក្បសង្ហា លទទួលខុេព្រត្ូវថ្នន ក់្ម្ៃាីរេុខាភិបាលសខត្តថ លេព្រម្បេព្រម្លួក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីជំខឺមិ្ៃ
ឆ្ាខព្រត្ូវបសខកើត្ៃូវកិ្ចចព្របជំុជាសទៀខទត់្ជាមួ្យៃឹខបុគាលិក្បសង្ហា លទទួលខុេព្រត្ូវថ្នន ក់្ស្រេុក្
ព្របតិ្បត្តិ រាប់បញ្ចូ លទំខម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្ ៃិខ ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព សហើយមាៃវគាបណតុ េះបណាត លរ ំ
លឺក្ ៃិខ មាៃសោលសៅការសោេះស្រសាយបញ្ហា នានា 

- បុគាលិក្បសង្ហា លទទួលខុេព្រត្ូវថ្នន ក់្ស្រេកុ្ព្របតិ្បត្តិថ លេព្រម្បេព្រម្ួលក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខព្រត្ូវ
េហការៃិខស្វើការោ៉ាខជិត្េនិទធជាមួ្យបុគាលិក្ទទួលបៃាុក្សលើការសេនើេំុឪេែ ៃិខេំភារៈ
បរកិាេ រសៅថ្នន ក់្ស្រេកុ្ព្របតិ្បត្តិ 

- បុគាលិក្បសង្ហា លទទួលខុេព្រត្ូវថ្នន ក់្ស្រេកុ្ព្របតិ្បត្តិថ លេព្រម្បេព្រម្ួលក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ ព្រត្វូ
មាៃទំនាក់្ទំៃខជាមួ្យនាយក្ោា ៃការារេុខភាព ាក់្ពៃធ័ៃឹខវគាបណតុ េះបណាត លសៅៃឹខ
ក្ថៃាខ  ល់បុគាលិក្េុខាភិបាលទំខថ្នន ក់្ម្ៃាីរសពទយ ៃិខ ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព 

- សព្របើព្របាេ់ ំសៃើរការវមិ្ជឈការអំណាច ថ លជាឪកាេមួ្យ ព្របក្បសោយព្របេិទធភាព ។  
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- បុគាលិក្បសង្ហា លទទួលខុេព្រត្ូវថ្នន ក់្ស្រេកុ្ព្របតិ្បត្តិមាន ក់្ៗថ លេព្រម្បេព្រម្លួក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ 
ព្រត្ូវទទួលខុេព្រត្ូវសលើព្របព័ៃធពត៌្មាៃេុខាភិបាល 

• ថ្នន ក់្សាថ ប័ៃមូ្លោា ៃ (ម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្/ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព) 
- ម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្ ៃិខ ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព ព្រត្ូវថត្ខតំាខ ៃិខោំព្រទបុគាលិក្បសង្ហា លទទួលខុេព្រត្វូ
ក្នុខការេព្រម្បេព្រម្ួលក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ-ពិសេេការអៃុវត្តការថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ថ លជា
ថអនក្មួ្យ នៃក្ញ្ច ប់ក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីអៃតរាគម្ៃ៍ចំាបាច់េព្រមាប់ជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខរបេ់អខាការេុខភាពពិភព
សោក្ (WHO PEN) 

- ពព្រខឹខព្រក្មុ្ការង្ហរពហុជំនាញ រមួ្មាៃ សវជាបណឌិ ត្ គិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកា  ៃិខ ឱ្េែការសីៅ
ក្ព្រមិ្ត្សេវាថែទំេុខភាពបឋម្ក្នុខការអៃុវត្តក្ញ្ច ប់ក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីអៃតរាគម្ៃ៍ចំាបាច់េព្រមាប់ជំខឺមិ្ៃ
ឆ្ាខរបេ់អខាការេុខភាពពិភពសោក្ (WHO PEN) 

- អតល់សេវាថេវខរក្ក្រណីជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្សៅៃឹខក្ថៃាខទទួលជំខឺ ំបូខទំខម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្ 
ៃិខ ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព 

- អតល់សេវាពាបាលសអាយបាៃព្រតឹ្ម្ព្រត្ូវសលើក្រណីជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្្ងៃ់្ងរសៅម្ៃាីរសពទយ 
- អតល់សេវាថែទំ តាម្ោៃ សលើក្រណីជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ថ លព្រគប់ព្រគខបាៃ ៃិខ ក្រណីព្របឈម្
សៅថ្នន ក់្ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព 

- បសខកើៃតួ្នាទីនៃការថែទំសោយឱ្េែការ ី សោយអតល់ៃូវការថែទំតាម្រយៈឱ្េែ ៃិខ
េក្ម្មភាពសលើក្ក្ម្ពេ់េុខភាពក្នុខការថក្លំអលទធអលេុខភាពរបេ់អនក្ជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្
ទំខម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្ ៃិខ ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព (អាចជាគិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកាថ រ)  ។ 

- សអាយមាៃការសលើក្ទឹក្ចិត្តសលើការអៃុវត្តការង្ហររបេ់ព្រក្ុម្ការង្ហរពហុជំនាញ រមួ្មាៃ សវជា
បណឌិ ត្ គិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកា  ៃិខ ឱ្េែការ ី

- សព្របើព្របាេ់ែវកិារថ លមាៃក្នុខ Services Delivery Grant (SDG) ស ើម្បីធានាសអាយមាៃថ្នន ំ ៃិខ 
ឧបក្រណ៍ពាបាល ព្រពម្ទំខតាម្ៃោៃថែទំទំខម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្ ៃិខ ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព 

- សព្រជើេសរ ើេបុគាលិក្សព្រៅេុខាភិបាលទទួលបៃាកព្របពៃធ័េុខាភិបាលសៅតាម្សេវាមូ្លោា ៃនានា 
- ពព្រខឹខតួ្នាទីគិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកា សោយអតល់ការបណតុ េះបណាត ល ៃិខការោំព្រទេម្ស្រេប ល់
គិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកា ស ើម្បធីានាបាៃៃូវតំ្រវូការនៃការថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ ៏េម្ស្រេប  តាម្ប
របិទថ លខវេះខាត្ព្រគសូពទយ បនាា ប់ម្ក្ បសខកើត្សអាយមាៃជាបទោា ៃសទៀខទត់្មួ្យ។ 
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- ពព្រខឹខតួ្នាទី ឹក្នំាមុ្ខសគនៃម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្ ថ លនំាឱ្យមាៃភាពព្របសេើរស ើខនៃព្របព័ៃធបញ្ាូ ៃ
អនក្ជំខឺ 

- បៃតការតាម្ោៃបុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs) ថ លមាៃស្រសាប់ក្នុខការថេវខរក្ក្រណី 
តាម្ោៃ ោំព្រទ ល់ការព្រគប់ព្រគខជំខឺខាួៃឯខរបេ់អនក្ជំខឺ 

• ថ្នន ក់្េហគម្ៃ៍ 
- សលើក្កំ្ពេ់ចំសណេះ ឹខពីជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ-ពិសេេការអៃុវត្តការថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ សៅក្នុខ
សវទិការព្របជំុគណក្ម្មការព្រគប់ព្រគខម្ណឌ លេុខភាព 

- ោំព្រទបុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs)រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្មុ្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្ត
អប់រមិំ្ត្ត ស ើម្បីជួយការង្ហររបេ់ម្ណឌ លេុខភាពសលើការថេវខរក្ក្រណីែមី តាម្ោៃ ថែទំ 

- បុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs)រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្ុម្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រ ំ
មិ្ត្ត ព្រត្វូជួយោំព្រទការង្ហររបេ់ម្ណឌ លេុខភាពសលើការថេវខរក្ក្រណីែមី តាម្ោៃ ថែទំ 

- សគៀខគរ្ៃធាៃក្នុខការោំព្រទសេវាជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ-ពិសេេការអៃុវត្តការថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ 
- បុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs)រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្ុម្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រ ំ
មិ្ត្ត ព្រត្វូអតល់របាយការណ៍ជាសទៀខទត់្ពីក្រណីតាម្ោៃ ថែទំ ល់ម្ណា លេុខភាពៃីមួ្យៗ 

- សលើក្កំ្ពេ់ចំសណេះ ឹខពីជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ-ពិសេេការអៃុវត្តការថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ សៅតាម្
េហគម្ៃ៍តាម្រយៈការអប់រ ំ សលើក្កំ្ពេ់េុខភាពរបេ់បុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ 
(CHWs)រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្មុ្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រមិំ្ត្ត 
 

 អៃុសាេៃ៍ទី ២៖ ពព្រខឹខការោំព្រទ ល់េហគម្ៃ៍ 
• ថ្នន ក់្ជាតិ្ 
- ទទួលសាា ល់ៃូវតួ្នាទី ៍េំខាៃ់របេ់បុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs) ថ លមាៃស្រសាប់ 
តាម្រយៈការអោភាា ប់ពួក្សគសៅៃឹខព្របពៃធ័ថែទំសេវាេុខភាពបឋម្ សលើការព្រគប់ព្រគខថែទំ 

- សគៀខគរែវកិារថ លមាៃក្នុខ Services Delivery Grant (SDG) ក្នុខការោំព្រទបុគាលិក្េុខភាព
េហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs) ថ លមាៃស្រសាប់រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្ុម្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រ ំ
មិ្ត្ត 
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- ពិចារណាសលើការអតល់ែវកិាសទៀខទត់្ស ើម្បីស្វើសអាយព្របសេើរស ើខសលើការចូលរមួ្របេ់ពួក្សគ
ថ លមាៃអត្ថព្របសោជៃ៍ ល់ការអៃុវត្តក្ម្មវ ិ្ ី ៃិខទទួលបាៃអលលែ តាម្រយេះភាពរមួ្ោន នៃវបប
្ម៌្ៃិខភាសារបេ់ពួក្សគ ជាមួ្យព្របជាជៃសោលសៅ។ 

- ោំព្រទៃិខអតល់េំភារៈអប់រសំអាយបាៃព្រគប់ព្រោៃ់ស ើម្បីសលើក្កំ្ពេ់ការអប់រេុំខភាពក្នុខេហគម្
ៃ៍របេ់ពួក្សគ 

• ថ្នន ក់្សព្រកាម្ជាតិ្(ម្ៃាីរេុខាភិបាល ៃិខ ស្រេកុ្ព្របតិ្បត្តិ) 
- ពព្រខឹខភាពជាន គូជាមួ្យអខាការមិ្ៃថម្ៃរោា ភិបាល ៃិខ ភាន ក់្ង្ហរក្នុខេហគម្ៃ៍នានាក្នុខការ
ោំព្រទបុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs) ថ លមាៃស្រសាប់រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្មុ្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ 
ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រមិំ្ត្ត 

• ថ្នន ក់្សាថ ប័ៃមូ្លោា ៃ (ម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្/ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព) 
- សអាយមាៃការសលើក្ទឹក្ចិត្តបុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs) ថ លមាៃស្រសាប់រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្ុម្
ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រមិំ្ត្តតាម្រយៈការថែទំេុខភាពរបេ់ពួក្ោត់្ ៃិខ 
េមាជិក្ព្រគួសារផ្លា ល់សោយមិ្ៃគិត្នែា 

- ម្ណឌ លេុខភាពព្រត្ូវអតល់វគាបណតុ េះបណាត ល ល់បុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs) ថ ល
មាៃស្រសាប់រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្មុ្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រមិំ្ត្តពីការព្រគប់ព្រគខការថែទំ 

- ទទួលយក្ ំសណើ រការនៃការេំសរចចិត្តរមួ្ោន ជាមួ្យ បុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs)  
ថ លជាធាតុ្េំខាៃ់នៃការស្វើអៃតរាគម្ៃ៍បាៃសជាគជ័យ សលើការថែទំ ៃិខការព្រគប់ព្រគខជំខឺទឹក្
សនាម្ថអែម្ ថ លនំាឱ្យមាៃលទធអលព្របក្បសោយព្របេិទធភាព ៃិខស្វើសអាយព្របសេើរស ើខៃូវគុណ
ភាពជីវតិ្ចំសាេះម្ៃុេសចាេ់សៅក្នុខេហគម្ៃ៍។ 

- សព្របើព្របាេ់ែវកិារថ លមាៃក្នុខ Services Delivery Grant (SDG) ក្នុខការសលើក្ទឹក្ចិត្តបុគាលិក្
េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs)ថ លមាៃស្រសាប់រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្ុម្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញ
មិ្ត្តអប់រមិំ្ត្ត 

• ថ្នន ក់្េហគម្ៃ៍ 
- សព្របើព្របាេ់សវទិការព្របជំុគណក្ម្មការព្រគប់ព្រគខម្ណឌ លេុខភាពព្របក្បសោយេុខភាពស ើម្បីសលើក្
កំ្ពេ់ក្ម្មវ ិ្ ីជំខឺមិ្ៃឆ្ាខ-ពិសេេការអៃុវត្តការថែទំជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ 

- សគៀខគរ្ៃធាៃក្នុខេហគម្ៃ៍ក្នុខការោំព្រទបុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs)ថ លមាៃ
ស្រសាប់រមួ្មាៃ ព្រក្ុម្ព្រទព្រទខ់េុខភាពភូមិ្ ៃិខ បណាត ញមិ្ត្តអប់រមិំ្ត្ត 
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- ទទួលយក្ ំសណើ រការនៃការេំសរចចិត្តរមួ្ោន រវាខបុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs) ជាមួ្យ
អនក្ជំខឺ ថ លជាធាតុ្េំខាៃ់នៃការស្វើអៃតរាគម្ៃ៍បាៃសជាគជ័យ សលើការថែទំ ៃិខការព្រគប់ព្រគខ
ជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្ថអែម្ ថ លនំាឱ្យមាៃលទធអលព្របក្បសោយព្របេិទធភាព ៃិខស្វើសអាយព្របសេើរស ើខ
ៃូវគុណភាពជីវតិ្ចំសាេះម្ៃុេសចាេ់សៅក្នុខេហគម្ៃ៍។ 
 

 អៃុសាេៃ៍ទី ៣៖ ពព្រខីក្ការសព្របើព្របាេ់បសចចក្វទិាឌីជីែលស ើម្បជួីយក្នុខការព្រគប់ព្រគខថែទំជំខឺ
សោយខាួៃឯខ ៃិខការេព្រម្បេព្រម្លួេព្រមាប់សេវាថែទំបៃត 
• ថ្នន ក់្ជាតិ្ 
- ោំព្រទការសព្របើព្របាេ់ព្របពៃធ័បសចចក្វទិា ៃិខ ការថែទំបៃត 
- បសខកើៃការព្រគប់ ណត ប់ព្របពៃធ័ PMRS សៅតាម្ម្ណឌ លេុខភាពទំខអេ់ 
• ថ្នន ក់្សព្រកាម្ជាតិ្(ម្ៃាីរេុខាភិបាល ៃិខ ស្រេកុ្ព្របតិ្បត្តិ) 
- សរៀបចំវគាបណតុ េះបណាត លេំរាប់បុគាលិក្ម្ណឌ លេុខភាពទំខអេ់ពីការសព្របើព្របាេ់ព្របពៃធ័បសចចក្
វទិា 

- សរៀបចំវគាបណតុ េះបណាត លេតីពីការសព្របើព្របាេ់ព្របពៃធ័ PMRS 
• ថ្នន ក់្សាថ ប័ៃមូ្លោា ៃ (ម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្/ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព) 
- ទទួលយក្ព្របពៃធ័បសចចក្វទិាជួយក្នុខការព្រគប់ព្រគខ ៃិខបំសពញការង្ហរទំខក្នុខម្ៃាីរសពទយ ៃិខ 
ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព 

- សព្របើព្របាេ់ព្របពៃធ័ software ស ើម្បីព្រគប់ព្រគខការថែទំអនក្ជំខឺទំខក្នុខម្ៃាីរសពទយ ៃិខ ម្ណឌ លេុខ
ភាព 

• ថ្នន ក់្េហគម្ៃ៍ 
- ទទួលយក្ព្របពៃធ័បសចចក្វទិាជួយក្នុខការថែទំបៃត ៃិខ ការព្រគប់ព្រគខថែទំខាួៃឯខ 

 
 អៃុសាេៃ៍ទី ៤៖ ពព្រខឹខភាពជាមាច េ់ការសលើអភិបាលកិ្ចចេុខាភិបាលក្នុខមូ្លោា ៃ 
• ថ្នន ក់្ជាតិ្ 
- វទិាសាថ ៃជាតិ្េុខភាពសាធារណៈ(NIPH)អតល់វគាបណតុ េះបណាត លអំពីភាពជាអនក្ ឹក្នំាៃិខការ
ព្រគប់ព្រគខេព្រមាប់ព្របធាៃម្ណឌ លេុខភាព ៃិខ ម្ៃាីរសពទយ 

- ោំព្រទសអាយមាៃការថែទំបៃតសៅក្នុខេហគម្ៃ៍ 
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• ថ្នន ក់្សព្រកាម្ជាតិ្(ម្ៃាីរេុខាភិបាល ៃិខ ស្រេកុ្ព្របតិ្បត្តិ) 
- ចូលរមួ្ក្នុខការស្វើថអៃការែវកិា ៃិខ ្ៃធាៃទំខថ្នន ក់្សខត្ត ៃិខ ថ្នន ក់្ស្រេុក្ 
- សរៀបចំវគាបណតុ េះបណាត ល ល់បុគាលិក្ម្ណឌ លេុខភាពេតីពី ំសណើ រការវមិ្ជឈការអំណាច   
- ោំព្រទៃិខេព្រម្បេព្រម្ួលសអាយមាៃការថែទំបៃតសៅក្នុខេហគម្ៃ៍ 

 
• ថ្នន ក់្សាថ ប័ៃមូ្លោា ៃ (ម្ៃាីរសពទយបថខែក្/ម្ណឌ លេុខភាព) 
- បសខកើៃទំៃុក្ចិត្ត ៃិខ ពព្រខឹខកិ្ចចេហការ ជាមួ្យថ្នន ក់្ ឹក្នំាឃំុ/េង្ហក ត់្ 
- សរៀបចំថអៃការអទិភាពថ លចំាបាច់    េព្រមាប់អៃុវត្តការថែទំតាម្េហគម្ៃ៍សលើជំខឺទឹក្សនាម្
ថអែម្ 

• ថ្នន ក់្េហគម្ៃ៍ 
- ចូលរមួ្សោយេក្ម្មក្នុខកិ្ចចព្របជំុគណក្ម្មការព្រគប់ព្រគខម្ណឌ លេុខភាព 

 

ការពិចារណាសលើការអៃុវត្ត 

• បសខកើៃេម្ត្ថភាពេនូលរបេ់គិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកា ជាមួ្យការចាត់្តំាខបុគាលិក្គិោៃុបោា ក្/យិកា 
ស្រេបសៅតាម្ទំហំការង្ហរ ៃិខ ជំនាញចំរេុះ ៃិខ    កាត់្បៃថយហាៃិភ័យថ លបណាត លម្ក្ពីការ
សរៀបចំក្នុខអខាភាព។ 

• បណតុ េះបណាត ល បុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs)     ស ើម្បីពព្រខឹខេម្ត្ថភាពរបេ់ពួក្សគមុ្ៃ
សពលការអៃុវត្ត។ 

• ពព្រខឹខការអប់រតំាម្រយៈការសព្របើឧបក្រណ៍បសចចក្វទិា។ 
• បៃតសអាយមាៃការព្រត្តួ្ពិៃិត្យៃិខការថណនំាពីអនក្ព្រគប់ព្រគខថ្នន ក់្សលើ ពិត្ជាមាៃសារៈេំខាៃ់
ណាេ់ ។  

• រក្ោសអាយមាៃការខិត្ខំព្របឹខថព្របខ ៃិខការេព្រម្បេព្រម្ួលោន សៅវញិសៅម្ក្ក្នុខព្រក្មុ្ការង្ហរថ ល
បាៃទទួលការបណតុ េះបណាត លសៅព្រគប់ក្ព្រមិ្ត្ទំខអេ់ គឺមាៃភាពចំាបាច់ខាា ំខណាេ់។ 

• ការសព្រជើេសរ ើេបុគាលិក្ថែទំេុខភាពវយ័សក្មខគួរថត្ពព្រខីក្ៃិខអៃុវត្ត។  
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• ការសបតជាា ចិត្តថអនក្ៃសោបាយ ៃិខ ហិរញ្ញវត្ថុពីរោា ភិបាល ថ លនំាសៅរក្ ំសណើ រការរយៈសពលយូរ
ក្នុខការឆ្ា េ់ភារកិ្ចច តាម្រយៈការោំព្រទព្រគប់ព្រោៃ់ថអនក្្ៃធាៃ េព្រមាប់េក្ម្មភាពបណតុ េះបណាត ល 
។ 

• ការសលើក្ទឹក្ចិត្តថអែក្សលើលទាអលការង្ហរ ព្រត្ូវបាៃសគចាត់្ទុក្ថ្នមាៃព្របេិទធភាព ក្នុខការជព្រម្ុញ
ទឹក្ចិត្តក្នុខការស្វើការង្ហររបេ់បុគាលិក្េុខភាពេហគម្ៃ៍ (CHWs)     ៃិខស្វើសអាយការង្ហររបេ់
ពួក្សគព្របសេើរស ើខ ។ 

• ពព្រខឹខការអៃុវត្តសោលៃសោបាយជាតិ្ោំារេខាម្ក្នុខឆ្ន ំ ២០១៦-២០២៥ ស ើម្បីរមួ្ចំថណក្ ល់
ការេសព្រម្ចបាៃៃូវសេវាេុខភាពជាេក្លសៅក្ម្ពុជា តាម្រយៈការពព្រខីក្វសិាលភាពព្របជាជៃ
ព្រគប ណត ប់ សព្រកាម្មូ្លៃិ្ិេម្្ម៌្ ៃិខបេេ។  

• ពព្រខីក្វសិាលភាពនៃការបណតុ េះបណាត លសលើភាពជាអនក្ ឹក្នំា ៃិខការព្រគប់ព្រគខក្នុខចំសណាម្អនក្
ជំនាញថែទំេុខភាព តាម្រយៈវគាបណតុ េះបណាត លថ លបាៃស្វើស ើខសោយវទិាសាថ ៃជាតិ្េុខ
ភាពសាធារណៈ (NIPH) ។ 

• ពព្រខីក្ការព្រគប ណត ប់នៃវគាបណតុ េះបណាត លេតីពីភាពជាអនក្ ឹក្នំា ៃិខការព្រគប់ព្រគខ ល់អនក្ ឹក្នំា
េហគម្ៃ៍មូ្លោា ៃ។ វគាេិក្ោសៃេះមាៃ ៃិខ ឹក្នំាសោយសាោជាតិ្រ ាបាលមូ្លោា ៃ (NASLA) 
សព្រកាម្អគានាយក្ោា ៃរ ាបាលនៃព្រក្េួខម្ហានអា។ 
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I. Purpose 
The purpose of this briefing note is to propose policy 

recommendations necessary to improve integrated diabetes care 

in Cambodian primary health care (PHC) system. 

It highlights current problems and barriers to the integrated care 

by taking health system perspective and vulnerable population, 

identified as the elderly and poor living in rural areas into account.  

It also provides synthesis of evidence-based interventions that 

have been shown to improve the practice of diabetes care and 

management in the PHC in low-and middle-income settings. 

 

II. Problem  
It was observed that prevalence of diabetes in Cambodia among 

population aged 18-69 in 2016 was 9.6% in 2016, but it was only 

2.9% of the age groups 25-64 in 2010 (1). The prevalence of 

deaths attributable to diabetes had also increased by 45.9% 

between 2007 and 2017 (2). However, the integrated care for 

diabetes in the Cambodian PHC is quite limited and not 

responsive (3). Despite putting effort to integrating the diabetes 

management into the PHC, more than two third of the total 

population have never had their blood glucose measured and more 

than half of the population with diabetes received no treatment  (4, 

5). Proportion of the diabetes patients accessing to treatment but 

did not reach to recommended treatment targets is also low    (6). 

Diabetes-related complications—including cardiovascular disease, kidney disease, neuropathy, blindness, 

and lower-extremity amputation—are a significant cause of morbidity and mortality among people with 

diabetes if there is not early diagnosis and adequate care (7, 8). The resulting complications will increase 

healthcare costs and pose challenges to population health, socio-economic development, and the health 

system itself (9, 10). The burden will negatively affect Cambodia’s effort to achieve Sustainable 

Development Goals in Cambodia (11).  

Background to 

Briefing Note 
 

A Briefing Note quickly and effectively advises 

policymakers and stakeholders about a pressing 

public issue by bringing together global research 

evidence and local evidence.   

A Briefing Note is prepared to aid policymakers 

and other stakeholders in managing urgent public 

health issues.   

 

A Briefing Note describes priority issues, 

synthesizes context-specific evidence, and offers 

recommendations for action. 

 

The preparation of the briefing note involved 

six steps: 

1. Identifying and selecting a relevant topic 

according to predefined criteria 

2. Conducting a comprehensive search 

strategy to retrieve national, regional and 

international evidence 

3. Appraising and synthesizing relevant 

research evidence 

4. Drafting the Briefing Note in such a way 

as to present concisely and in accessible 

language the global and local research 

evidence to support decision-making 

5. Undergoing merit review 

6. Finalizing the Briefing Note based on the 

input of merit reviewers 

7. Submitting finalized Briefing Note for 

translation into Khmer, validating 

translation and disseminating through 

policy dialogues and other mechanisms 
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Size of problem 
With a population of approximately 15 million people (12), Cambodia has achieved significant economic 

development with an annual growth rate of approximately 7% in GDP, enabling the country to move from 

low to lower-middle income group (13, 14). Cambodian demographic and health survey 2014 showed that 

under-5 mortality had decreased from 54 to 35 deaths per 1,000 live births between 2010 and 2014 (15). 

The survey also revealed a continuing decline in fertility rate from 4 children per woman in 2000 to 2.7 

children per woman in 2014. The trends do follow the stages of demographic transition observed by 

Jorgensen (16) in most countries. Jorgensen (16) further explains the transition would lead to decline in 

dependency ratio which in turn increases resources for human capital formation and capital savings. This 

demographic transition is very conducive to the potential economic growth on the condition that the 

working age population are healthy and productive (17).  

However, along with the development, Cambodia has also experienced epidemiological transition towards 

a noticeable increase in non-communicable diseases (NCDs) including diabetes. It was found that the 

prevalence of people at high risk with impaired fasting blood glucose was also observed significantly high 

(8.9% of the age groups 18-69) in 2016 (1). More than 50% of Cambodian with diabetes lack access to 

treatment and only a quarter received adequate control during treatment (18).A modelling study based on 

STEPS Survey 2010 data projected a 10% of type 2 Diabetes Meletus (DM) increase in the population older 

than 35 years of age in Cambodia by 2028(19). In the meantime, it was reported that almost 2 times of 

mortality rate related to diabetes among women are higher than men with age between 30 - 69 and older 

than 70 respectively. Cambodian women tend to have diabetes than men at all age groups (20).  

The health transition leading to increasing number of people with NCDs including diabetes could be due to 

increase in life expectancy at birth, demographic transition, epidemiological transition, and changing 

lifestyle (9, 15, 21-23). This transition in Cambodia will pose a big challenge to the health care system in 

the near future. Between 1998 and 2018, the life expectancy at birth for females had increased from 58 to 

71 years and males from 54 to 67 years (12). It is estimated that the proportion of the elderly in Cambodia 

aged over 60 will reach approximately 1.7 million (10.1% of the total population) by 2025 and 2 million 

(11.5%) by 2030 and will continue to rise dramatically (24). This demographic trend will have significant 

policy implications for social protection and the health care system because the elderly are vulnerable 

members of the society and prone to development of NCDs including diabetes (25).   

If nothing is done, the complications resulted from diabetes will impose heavy socio-economic burden to 

patients themselves, families, and the country as a whole. Direct medical costs which refer to resources 

used to treat the disease at an advanced stage, indirect costs which refer to productivity lost due to morbidity, 

disability, and premature mortality, and intangible costs which refer to reduced quality of life of patients 

are all large (7). An investment case study on NCDs calculated the cost of the clinical interventions for 

cardiovascular diseases and diabetes in Cambodia, to amount to KHR 1.2 trillion (US$ 301 million) over 

the next 15 years (10). 

Current Organization of Diabetes Care in Cambodia  

Diabetes care, in fact, has also been prioritized in the national policy documents including the Multisectoral 

Action Plan 2018- 2027 for Prevention and Control of NCDs that is endorsed in 2018 by Samdech Techo 

Hun Sen, Prime Minister of the Royal Government of Cambodia, in response to the growing burden of 

NCDs in Cambodia (26), and the current National Strategic Plan for Prevention and Control of NCDs 2013-

2020 (9). Besides the public health delivery system, care for diabetes has also been supported and carried 

out by health development partners, international or local non-governmental organisations (NGOs) both for 

profit or non-profit, and both private clinics and pharmacies. 

To strengthen the public health care system in providing integrated basic care for diabetes in the PHC, the 

Ministry of Health has adopted World Health Organization Package of Essential Noncommunicable disease 

interventions (WHO PEN) for the PHC (27). A national standard operating procedure for diabetes 
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management in primary care has been developed and implemented  (3).  It was started with 4 health centers 

in 2015 (28). In early 2020, 86 health centers have implemented the WHO PEN. Based on this operating 

procedure, health center staff are trained to do screening, provide follow up care for diabetes and/or 

hypertension patients with mild and stable conditions, and offer health education and counselling on healthy 

behaviour (3) (see Figure 1). The WHO PEN is not another package of basic services but rather an 

integrated first step of diabetes management into the PHC contributing to country’s effort to achieve 

universal health coverage and strengthen the health system (29).  It is horizontally integrated in a way that 

all the supporting structures (health systems components) are health centers’ current resources.   However, 

its implementation is still limited and requires strengthening. 

Cambodia has a pluralistic health system which encompasses public health care services delivered through 

the Ministry of Health and private health care services mainly offering outpatient curative care  (30). The 

government’s public health care system was established based on a district health system model. By the 

end of 2018, there were 102 operational districts (ODs) including 123 referral hospitals and 1,205 health 

centres across the country. Each OD serves approximately 100,000 to 200,000 populations and consists of 

a referral hospital and a number of health centres (31).  

Care for diabetes is currently available at district or provincial referral hospitals in most of the ODs (31) . 

The referral hospitals provide ambulatory care and are mentioned in the standard operating procedure as 

supporting the health centers in treating serious cases (3). At the community level, there is a role for peer 

educators, informally recognized as CHWs. A local NGO called MoPoTsyo is running Peer Educator 

Networks with a prime objective to exchange information about diabetes and hypertension among patients 

living with diabetes and/or hypertension in poor communities in 16 ODs (32). Peer educators are diabetic 

patients themselves who are trained by the networks to be educators and counselors on lifestyle change. In 

addition, the peer educators assist registered patients in the network to have access to professional medical 

consultations at the referral hospitals with which they have partnership agreements (32). The NGO is also 

providing paid laboratory services to patients in the network. Plus, a revolving drug fund program is being 

implemented.  

 

 

Figure 1: An overview of WHO PEN implementation arrangement in Cambodia 
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Underlying Causes 
There are five main causes underlying the limited implementation of the integrated care for diabetes in 

Cambodia. we identified underlying factors that related to governance, to health service delivery, to health 

financing, to health information systems and to the socio-economic cultural context. 

Governance arrangements   

At the level of governance arrangements, the public health care system funded by the government has not 

yet been oriented towards care for chronic conditions. The public health system mainly covers health 

prevention activities and focuses on primary health care particularly for communicable diseases (HIV and 

AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, diarrhea and pulmonary diseases) and maternal and child health. Despite 

having guidelines, the public health system, nevertheless, is fragmented and the overall quality of health 

services is still low (15, 33). The peer educator networks are already there in the system and mentioned in 

the strategic objective 2 of the 2013-2020 priority NCD strategies (9) but are not yet systematically 

integrated into the PHC. At the same time, private providers, play an active role in curative care particularly 

for NCDs, but they are not well regulated by the Ministry of Health (22). 

According to recent findings of situation analysis in Cambodia [unpublished report] which involves 

document review, in-depth interviews with policy makers at the national level and implementers at the sub-

national level, field observations at implementation sites, and focus group discussions with health care 

workers, CHWs including peer educators and village health support groups, and patients, the main barriers 

to the integrated care for diabetes in the PHC are identified  as follows: NCD services are still at its 

infancy—lacking of funding, political support, and necessary health system structures, including 

coordinated health information system, adequate supply and access to essential medicines, and trained 

human resources at both public health centers and hospitals, to support its ongoing operation.  

 

Health service delivery arrangements  

 

There are several different diabetes care initiatives being implemented in Cambodia, each with their own 

health care service delivery models and implementation strategies. Despite the fact that their roles could be 

complementary to each other in the PHC, they are being implemented in isolation with relatively little 

linkage or interaction with each other.  

 

There is a shortage of resources to provide NCD care in the public health care system. A study on NCD 

management at the health district level clearly indicates that the government funded health system is unable 

to cope with the NCD burden (34). None of health centers had essential technology to measure blood 

glucose levels or to perform urine tests. Availability of NCD medicines was also limited at health centers. 

Supply of medicines for diabetes from Central Medical Store (CMS) is inadequate due to scope of practice 

at health centers, inaccurate forecasting of average monthly consumption, and distribution issues (34). In 

the meantime, PHC staff had very limited knowledge on diabetes (35) and capacity to deliver quality care 

for diabetes management, and consequently patients were either left untreated or had interrupted care due 

to lack of knowledge and skills (36). Despite the inclusion of NCD management in Minimum Package 

Activities (MPA) guidelines for health centers, nearly half of health centers examined did not have any staff 

completing formal training of NCD management (34).  

 

The interviews with the stakeholders [unpublished] found that, follow up care and self-management for 

diabetes are challenging. Self-management support involving multiple approaches including both 

community-based interventions and interventions from health care organization has been increasingly cited 

in a meta-review as effective in helping lower blood glucose and keep it under control (37-39). Self-
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management, according to Anuruang, Hickman (40), is conceptualized as processes undertaken by patients 

to manage their living activities with chronic illness which also entail active participation in controlling 

their life, deployment of strategies to increase self-efficacy for effective self-management behaviors, 

gathering of disease-specific information focusing on individuals’ competence in behavioral change, and 

capability to continuously and efficiently adhere to a medical plan and decrease risk factors for the chronic 

illness.  

It has been increasingly true that self-management is effectively and evidently supported by community the 

CHWs in low-and middle-income settings (41), but functionality of the CHWs in Cambodia, is currently 

quite limited, especially for NCD services (34). In a study on community involvement, only half the health 

care providers and managers reported the availability of community involvement in management of NCD 

(34), and financial support for the CHWs is largely influenced by external funders leading to fragmented 

delivery of CHW programs (42). Furthermore, the work of peer educator network in the community is not 

systematically integrated into the public health system. The interviews with the stakeholders at the national 

level [unpublished] recognized potential role of the CHWs in supporting the self-management but indicated 

challenges why the CHWs cannot be formalized into the public health system and financially salaried by 

the state. A study on expansion of CHWs in Cambodia for malaria management highlighted other 

constraints of CHW integration into the health systems such as village topography, involvement of the 

CHWs in other community roles(43).  

 

Another problem related to the delegation of tasks among health care staff. The MPA guideline has been 

revised in 2018 allowing health center staff to do screening for diabetes and provide follow up care for mild 

and stable conditions (44). With the revision, health centers can now request the CMS for anti-diabetic 

medications upon the condition that staff (in particular nurses) have been trained in the WHO PEN program 

to provide care to patients based on prescription from doctors at the referral hospitals. It is noted that the 

majority of the health centers in Cambodia are run by nurses, and nurses based on the scope of practice (45) 

are not allowed to make diagnosis for diabetes and issue prescription. The diagnosis has to be confirmed 

and the prescription has to be issued by doctors at the referral hospitals (3). As stated above, the current 

coverage of health centers equipped and trained to implement the WHO PEN program is just 86.  

 

Health information system 

Health information system (HIS) is managed by the Department of Planning and Health Information of the 

Ministry of Health. HIS includes Health Management Information System (HMIS), Patient Management 

Registration System (PMRS), Logistics Management Information System (LMIS), Human Resources 

Information System (HRIS), and Financial Management System (FMS) (30).  

 

National system of aggregated level data. The HMIS was developed for management and planning of health 

programs. It collects and reports each program information at an aggregated level, such as, incidence of 

disease, disease patterns, health services use, etc. As part of the HMIS, on a monthly basis, each health 

center is required to submit a report form called HC1 and referral hospital submit a report form called   HO2 

to the operational district and then provincial health department by hard copies of Excel files or mails. HC1 

collects information on the use of daily registers for curative outpatient consultation, antenatal care, 

immunization, birth spacing, deliveries, etc. HO2, similar to the HC1, records data from each health service 

ward such as, general medicine, paediatrics, obstetrics, gynaecology, surgery, tuberculosis, pharmacy, 

laboratory, etc. Both HC1 and HO2 are summative tally sheets. Due to development of an HIS web-based 

database, data could be entered or accessed directly at the operational district or provincial department level. 

The HMIS is predominantly capturing data from the public health facilities. It did not report any outcome 

such as people controlling their condition or regularly treatment. 
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The start of a national system of individual level data. In addition to HMIS, PMRS is a national Patient 

Management and Registration System which is also a web-based application developed for management of 

individual patient data at public health facilities. Unique patient identification numbers are created in the 

system that manages personal patient details (name, address, contact details, photo, etc.), service utilization, 

service fee accounting, and includes tools for the aggregate reporting of utilization and financial data by 

facilities. Through the unique patient identification numbers, individual facilities can organize central 

patient dossier filing systems which are retrieved during each patient visit. Beyond the unique patient 

identification numbers, individual services (procedures, tests and medications) that can be attributed to 

individual patients can also be found in the system (30). However, patients’ clinical information is quite 

limited in this web-based system. In term of functions, PMRS includes patient registration, patient ID 

assignment, patient dossier retrieval, the HEF, patient billing, referral tracking system and monitoring 

system. The coverage of health facilities using PMRS is still limited. By the end of April 2017, 103 out of 

116 referral hospitals were operating PMRS for the HEF purpose only. Among the 103 hospitals, 75 were 

using PMRS to track both the poor and non-poor patients (i.e. full implementation of PMRS). Nevertheless, 

only 26 health centers were using PMRS for full function (30).  

Facility-based databases and program-based databases. Diabetes clinics at some referral hospitals have their 

own patient database but it is not yet integrated into the HMIS. This database is not web-based and data are 

extracted offline in Excel files. Data are not entered directly into the system. They are recorded on papers 

first and there is a staff transferring data to the system later on which has been seen as additional burden 

for staff and resulted in delayed or incomplete entry of data, according to recent findings of situation 

analysis in Cambodia [unpublished report]. 

Other diabetes programs such as MoPoTsyo and WHO-PEN also still have a separate system. The WHO 

PEN program still use a paper-based patient record. The patient record includes information on (1) patient’s 

socio-demographic information, lifestyle (smoking, alcohol consumption, physical activity), medical 

history (hypertension, diabetes, on hypertension medication, on diabetic medication, family relatives 

having cardio-vascular diseases or diabetes, screening (height, waist circumference, weight, BMI, blood 

pressure, blood glucose (fasting or random), cholesterol, urine—albumine and ketone), assessment of 

cardio-vascular risk, treatment including counselling and medications, and follow up date. Nonetheless, the 

information is not well integrated into the HMIS and PMRS. For MoPoTsyo that runs the peer educator 

network, they do have their own patient registries and database storing both patient information and clinical 

information but also not integrated with the public health information system, according to recent findings 

of situation analysis in Cambodia [unpublished report]. 

All these different co-existing systems lead to a burden of data entry at the operational district level, data 

inaccuracy of population denominators, limited routine data quality check, and limited capacity to 

consolidate data for analysis due to the disintegrated health information system pose challenges on diabetes 

case management. 

 

Health financing arrangements 

 

On health financing aspect in Cambodia, total health expenditure is significantly supported by external 

funding (around 20%), while more than 50% was out-of-pocket expense (46). With the government’s 

commitment to achieving universal health coverage and the recent economic growth, government health 

expenditure has gradually been increased and expansion of social health protection has been observed 

through a number of schemes including the HEF for the poor and vulnerable and National Social Security 
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Funds (NSSF) for employees in the private sector and government staff in the public sector (47). However, 

policy challenges on sustainability of public health system funding and integration of disparate financing 

mechanisms have also become a concern (48).  

 

Only a little proportion of public health expenditure is used for NCDs. For clinical management of diabetes 

and cardiovascular diseases, it was estimated to be 4.4% (equal to US$11 million) of the total government 

expenditure on NCDs (49). Only few of the health facilities received annual budget for NCDs from the 

government funding, and if available, it was minimal due to most of spending was on procurement and 

supplies instead of on (50). Nevertheless, the study on NCD management at the district level showed that 

the HEF has been an enabler factor allowing the poor to have access to NCD care, if available (34).    

 

To promote improvement in quality of care, the government has allowed the public health facilities to 

charge user fee from patients with a set of service prices agreed by local communities and stakeholders 

relevant to the public health facilities (51). The prices have to be affordable to people in the community 

because every public health facility already receives subsidy from the government on operation. According 

to the user fee guideline, 60% of the user fee received can be used for incentivizing staff at the facility, 39% 

for supporting and enhancing the service quality of the facility, and 1% allocated to the national treasury  

(51). However, based on field observations and focus group discussions with health care workers at the 

health centers and patients [unpublished], patients could get medications including in the consultation 

package for 5 to 7 days only. Although the consultation fee is affordable (ranging from approximately 0.5 

to 1 USD), this time span is pretty short for chronic illnesses like diabetes and requires patients to visit the 

health center frequently which in turn increases indirect costs. It is noted that care for diabetes and/or 

hypertension at the health center is part of the outpatient consultation. The user-fee revenues provide much 

less than 10% of government spending on health care but they do constitute a significant source of operating 

revenues at the facility level (47). There is evidence showing positive impact of user fees which bring 

additional funding for the health facility to flexibly improve quality of services (52, 53). However, there is 

also considerable evidence of negative impact related to nepotism which negatively affect the most 

vulnerable (54). The fact is that user fees are prone to abuse as the chronicity of the condition requires 

repeated returns to the health providers. They can abuse it by having the patient return weekly while this 

can be done at much larger intervals. These repeated returns impose a burden of on the patient of direct 

non-medical costs like transport, medical costs like user fees and opportunity costs as absent from work. 

The user fees are nominal, not reflecting the real costs and mainly used as staff incentive. 

 

Fairness in health care is central to the health system and has been a paramount consideration for the 

expansion of social health protection scheme (55). The NSSF is rapidly expanding its coverage, with more 

than 1,712,000 people covered by April 2019. However, the scheme does not presently include family 

members. The HEF scheme established to provide free access to health care for the poorest including family 

members currently covers approximately 2.6 million household members (56). More recently, free benefits 

under the HEF have been extended to some informal workers and selected populations such as commune 

council members, village chiefs, deputy village chiefs, professional sport practitioners, association 

members, and people living with HIV. Nevertheless, there are still large segments of the population 

presently not under any social health protection mechanism (56). Among these vulnerable groups, only the 

poorest of the poor, and more recently people living with HIV, are currently covered under the schemes. A 

study on equality in financial access to health care in Cambodia revealed that gains in recent economic and 

health sector development has benefited urban residents more (especially the capital residents) than rural 

residents, with a suggestion to allocate more resources to rural health services in an attempt to reduce 

healthcare-related financial hardship (57), despite the fact that distribution of total benefits in relation to 

health need provided by the public sector is pro-poor in the rural areas (58). 
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Cultural, socioeconomic and lifestyle among patients (individual level) 

 

Socio-culturally, it is observed that cases enrolled in a diabetes treatment program typically have poorly 

controlled diabetes and lack of knowledge about diabetes care that can limit their ability to manage their 

conditions. This is important as better patient self-management ability is related to improved diabetes 

control (59). However, perceived quality of life is also lower due to lack of dramatic disease-related 

symptoms and side-effects of interventions leading to poor compliance with medical advice (60). It was 

also well documented that Cambodian health behaviors, which are rooted in natural, spiritual, and 

metaphysical beliefs about illness causality, also often dictate the course of treatment by using traditional 

herbs as cultural practice and Western medicine as the secondary option which may inhibit or delay care 

provided by medical professionals (61-66). There is limited knowledge on diabetes among general 

population (35). For Cambodian eating behavior, in 2016, it was found that more than haft of respondents 

reported eating less than five serving of fruit and/or vegetable which did not meet recommended 

consumption by WHO and leading to increased risk of NCD including diabetes (1). A study on expansion 

of CHWs in Cambodia for malaria management highlighted perceptions on the role of CHWs in medical 

care, and perceptions about the disease nature (43).  

 

 

 

 

To strengthen the integrated diabetes care in the Cambodian PHC, we propose addressing the above-

mentioned underlying factors through the following policy recommendations. 

 

 

III. Policy Recommendations 
The WHO has endorsed any service delivery model that provides continuity of care for an individual across 

health conditions, levels of care, and over a lifetime (67). Wagner (68) proposed a model for improvement 

of chronic illness care (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 2: Model for improvement of chronic illness care  
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This model is generally termed Chronic Care Model (CCM) that enables reorganization of health care 

system for chronic conditions including diabetes via interactions between health systems and communities 

(69). For chronic conditions including diabetes, care management requires life-long care in which patients’ 

self-management and behavioral change are crucial for improvement of chronic illness care which has been 

found by an increasing number of empirical studies to evaluate this CCM in both high-income countries 

and LMICs included Thailand and Philippines. The results shown to be effective for management of 

diabetes in primary care. It highlighted better and appropriate care for diabetes patients and improvements 

in clinical outcomes which came from consulting at a more supportive health care system had better self-

efficacy and self-care practice (70-77).  

 

In 2002, an expanded framework of the CCM—Innovative Care for Chronic Conditions (ICCC), was 

developed and endorsed by the WHO as a gold standard for managing chronic conditions including diabetes 

(78). For chronic conditions, the care management, unlike acute problems, requires broader support from 

policy makers, health care team, community partners, families, and patients themselves in an integrated 

way rather than focusing solely on biomedical interventions (78).  

 

This model could be effectively implemented in LMICs including Cambodia itself. Therefore, in this 

briefing note, we recommend to strengthen the integrated diabetes care in the PHC as following: 
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3.1. Recommendation 1: Strengthen the role and capacity of health care organization 
 

Underlying Factors National Level Sub-national Level (PHD 

and OD) 

Institutional Level Community Level 

 

Governance arrangement (1) Rapid scale up of WHO 

PEN program 

(2) Revise and update 

nursing pre-service 

curriculum to enhance 

the role of nursing staff 

to meet demand for NCD 

(in particular diabetes) 

care  

(3) Integrate PEs into a 

formal system of CHWs 

(1) PHD and OD assign and 

support a focal point 

person to facilitate the 

NCD program—in 

particular the WHO PEN 

(2) The PHD focal point 

person establishes a 

regular meeting schedule 

with each OD focal point 

person 

(3) The OD focal point person 

establishes a regular 

meeting schedule with a 

focal point person from a 

referral hospital and health 

centers for refreshing 

training and problem-

solving purposes 

 

(1) Each referral hospital and 

health center assign and 

support a focal point 

person for NCD 

program—in the particular 

the WHO PEN 

(2) Strengthen a multi-

disciplinary team of 

physicians, nurses and 

pharmacists at the PHC 

level in implementation of 

the WHO PEN 

(1) Raise awareness of NCDs 

(in particular diabetes) at 

the HCMC platform 

(2) Support CHWs (VHSG 

and PE) to assist the health 

centers in case detection 

and follow up care 

Health service delivery 

arrangement 

(1) Revise and update scope 

of practice of nurses 

(2) Include diabetes (and 

other NCDs) questions in 

H-EQIP assessments  

 

(1) Each OD focal point 

person closely works with 

a person in charge of drug 

request and supply at OD 

(2) Each OD focal point 

liaises with the 

Department of Preventive 

Medicine for on the job 

training for health care 

(1) Provide routine screening 

for diabetes at the triage 

for both hospitals and 

health centers 

(2) Provide proper treatment 

at hospitals for severe 

cases  

(3) Provide follow up care for 

stabilized cases and pre-

(1) CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

support health centers in 

case detection, follow up 

care and self-management 

support 
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staff at both hospital and 

health centers 

diabetes cases at health 

centers 

(4) Increase the role of 

pharmacist-led care 

providing pharmaceutical 

care and health promotion 

activities in improving 

diabetes patients’ 

outcomes at both hospitals 

and health centers (can be 

nurses who play the role). 

 

 

Health financing 

arrangement 

(1) Link performance-based 

payment (as part of H-

EQIP) to NCDs (diabetes 

in particular) 

(2) Expand coverage of 

social health protection 

scheme among the 

elderly in informal sector 

 

(1) Make efficient use of 

decentralization as a 

window of opportunity  

(1) Incentivize performance of 

the multi-disciplinary team 

(2) Use SDG to ensure 

adequate medicines and 

equipment for treatment at 

hospitals and follow up 

care at health centers 

 

 

(1) Mobilize community 

resources to support NCD 

programs (diabetes in 

particular) 

Health information system (1) Invest in integrating 

databases 

(1) Each OD focal point 

person is responsible 

coordinating health 

information system 

(1) Recruit a non-health staff 

to be in charge of health 

information in health 

facilities 

(2) Strengthen the leading role 

of the referral hospital in 

improving referral system 

 

 

(1) CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

regularly report follow up 

cases to each health center 

 

Cultural and socio-

economic factors and 

lifestyle 

  (1) Increase the role of 

pharmacist-led care 

providing pharmaceutical 

care and health promotion 

activities in improving 

(1) Raise awareness of NCDs 

(in particular diabetes) at 

community through 

CHWs’ health 

education/promotion  
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diabetes patients’ 

outcomes at both hospitals 

and health centers (can be 

nurses who play the role). 

(2) Continue follow up CHWs 

(VHSG and PE) in case 

detection, follow up care 

and self-management 

support 
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Table 1: Key findings from systematic reviews and single studies 

 

Study intervention Setting Rationale Country(ies) References 

Evaluation of non-

medical prescribing 

Vs medical 

prescribing (usual 

care)/ prescribing by 

health professionals 

other than doctors  

 

 

Primary and 

secondary 

care setting 

One systematic review shown that 

non-medical prescribers such as 

nurses and pharmacists can deliver 

comparable outcomes for systolic 

blood pressure, glycated 

haemoglobin, low-density 

lipoprotein, medication adherence, 

patient satisfaction, and health-

related quality of life. When 

receiving appropriate training and 

support, this shift in roles is 

beneficial to address health 

workforce need in the context where 

there are shortages of doctors or the 

health system is facing pressures in 

coping with the burden of disease.  

High income 

countries and 

low- and 

middle-income 

settings within 

Colombia, 

South Africa, 

Uganda, and 

Thailand 

 

Weeks, 2017 (79) 

Investigate the role of 

hospitals in the care 

of chronically ill 

patients  

 

 

Secondary 

care settings 

One systematic review reported 

hospitals which is specialized care 

setting play an important and 

extensive role in transitional care 

interventions and in the 

coordination of care especially the 

collaboration with primary care 

setting. These integrated care 

programs included structured 

clinical follow-ups and case 

management, often combined with 

self-management support and 

patient education have positive 

effects on the reduction of hospital 

readmission and lower costs. 

The United 

States, Canada, 

the United 

Kingdom, 

Spain, The 

Netherlands, 

Sweden, 

Ireland, Italy, 

China, 

Thailand, 

Australia, and 

Africa 

 

De Regge, 2017 

(80) 

Evaluating the 

effectiveness of 

interventions 

targeting primary 

care or community-

based professionals 

on diabetes and 

cardiovascular risk 

factor control.  

 

 

 

Primary care 

and 

community 

settings 

One systematic review shown that 

multifaceted professional team 

targeting various professionals in a 

structured collaborative manner is 

more effective in improving 

glycaemic control customize to the 

needs of local population. For 

instance, in the primary care setting 

the use of pharmacists in areas 

where this resource abounds can 

yield improvements in diabetes 

intermediate outcomes.  

The United 

States of 

America, the 

United 

Kingdom, 

Australia, 

Denmark, 

Ireland, and 

Asia Pacific 

region 

 

Seidu, 2016 (81) 

Evaluation of the 

effectiveness of 

healthcare 

interventions 

Primary care 

and 

community 

settings 

One systematic review found that 

interventions for T2DM in primary 

care, are better targeted at very 

poor glycaemic control patients and 

The United 

States of 

America, 

Europe, 

Murphy, 2017 

(82) 
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delivered in primary 

care and community 

settings, targeting 

poorly controlled 

T2DM 

 

 that organizational interventions 

have more positive effective 

including nurses and other 

professionals who provided 

structured organization of care with 

optimal results such as 

intensification and adherence to 

medications.  

Australia 

, Mexico, and 

Israel  

 

Examination on the 

sustained 

effectiveness of 

Quality Improvement 

(QI) strategy in 

multicomponent 

integrated care 

 

Low-resource 

settings 

One systematic review reported that 

using a team-based care with better 

information flow improved patient-

provider communication and self-

management in patients who are 

young, with suboptimal control and 

improve clinical outcomes where 

contact time with doctors is short in 

low-resource settings. 

 

Asia and 

middle-income 

countries, 

Europe, and 

 North America 

 

Lim, 2018 (83) 

Evaluation the impact 

of pharmacist 

interventions as part 

of health care 

 

Ambulatory 

care settings,  

(hospital-

based 

outpatient 

clinics, 

community 

pharmacies, 

primary care 

physician 

offices, 

federally 

qualified and 

community 

clinics) 

One systematic review shown the 

positive effects of pharmacist care 

as part of member of diabetes 

management teams in providing 

direct patient care and diabetes 

education, increased access to care 

and promote self-management by 

significantly reducing A1C, SBP, 

and LDL-C among patients. The 

important role of pharmacists can 

contribute to address primary care 

provider shortage, and growing 

populations with chronic diseases. 

 

 

 

 

 

The United 

States of 

America, 

Thailand 

 

 

Fazel, 2017 (84) 

Evaluation of the 

feasibility of 

incorporating 

community 

pharmacies into Thai 

health system and 

their values to 

stakeholders 

 

Community 

pharmacy 

One systematic review illustrated 

that the strengthening public health 

in the community requires public-

private partnerships including 

community pharmacy services. 

These primary care professionals 

improved outcomes for diabetic and 

hypertensive patients through 

providing pharmaceutical care and 

health promotion activities. 

 

 

 

Thailand Asayut, 2017 

(85) 
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Evaluation of the 

effect of using 

pharmacists to 

provide services other 

than medicine 

dispensing 

 

Community 

(outpatient 

departments, 

community 

pharmacies or 

primary 

healthcare 

centers) 

One systematic review found that 

patient targeted services provided 

by pharmacists versus services 

provided by other healthcare 

professionals or untrained 

healthcare workers were not 

comparable. However, It was stated 

that pharmacist-provided services 

that target patients can improve a 

number of clinical outcomes such 

as management of high glucose 

levels, management of blood 

pressure and cholesterol levels, the 

quality of life and health service 

utilization, although the effect size 

was not always large or statistically 

significant. 

 

 

Low-and 

middle-income 

countries 

Pande, 2013 (86) 

Evaluation of the 

effectiveness of 

pharmacist 

interventions in the 

management of type 

2 diabetes 

 

Hospital 

settings 

One systematic evidenced that 

pharmacist interventions involved 

of pharmacists as members of a 

health care team can have a positive 

influence on metabolic control, 

medication adherence, and health-

related quality of life (HRQol) of 

patients with type 2 diabetes. 

  

North America, 

South America, 

Europe, Africa, 

Asia, Australia  

 

Pousinho, 2016 

(87) 

Evaluation of the 

effectiveness of 

pharmacist-led 

interventions 

 

 

Outpatient 

settings 

A systematic review stated the role 

of pharmacy to help and support 

other healthcare professionals to 

achieve optimal treatment targets in 

diabetes care is very important 

included improving medication 

adherence and blood glucose 

control among patients with 

diabetes.  

 

Asia, North 

America, 

Europe, South 

America, 

Australia, and 

Africa  

 

 

 

Presley, 2019 

(88) 

Identification nursing 

and midwifery 

policy, staffing, 

education and 

training interventions, 

collaborative efforts 

and strategies that 

have improved the 

quantity, quality and 

relevance of the 

nursing and 

midwifery workforce 

 

Primary 

health care 

settings 

One systematic review shown that 

collaboration between nurses, 

midwives, other health providers 

and organizations, across sectors, 

and with communities and 

individuals resulted in improved 

health care and outcomes among 

vulnerable population. 

Communication among health care 

team with other implementation 

will be improved over time when 

professionals became “aware of 

each other’s public health work, 

Uganda, South 

Africa, 

Indonesia, 

Kenya, 

Cameroon, 

Rwanda, 

Tanzania  

Germany, the 

United 

Kingdom, the 

United States, 

Canada, 

Australia, The 

Dawson, 2015 

(89) 
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more confident in contacting each 

other. 

Netherlands, 

New Zealand 

 

Evaluation and 

compare the efficacy 

of different 

pharmacist-based 

interventions on 

clinical outcomes of 

type 2 diabetes 

patients. 

 

community 

pharmacy, 

outpatient 

primary care 

or hospital 

settings 

One systematic review found that 

all interventions had a significantly 

positive effect on HbA1c, but there 

was no statistical evidence from 

this study that one intervention was 

significantly better than the other 

for achieving glycemic control. 

However, pharmacist-based 

diabetes education plus 

pharmaceutical care showed 

maximum efficacy on HbA1c and 

rest of the clinical outcomes. 

 

 

 

Asia 

Malaysia, 

china, 

Singapore and 

Thai 

Allah Bukhsh, 

2018 (90) 

 

 

 

Table 2: Implementation considerations for Recommendation 1  

 

Barriers Facilitators 

 

• Insufficient knowledge of health care 

professionals to address the growing burden of 

chronic illnesses led to an increase in adverse 

events and poor care (47, 89) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Enhance the nurses’ existing core capabilities 

with well-regulated nursing staff on 

appropriate work-loads and skills mix and 

“minimize organizational risk while 

supporting nurses’ role expansion within the 

community at the primary health care level  

through the education and training from 

doctor or higher level (89): 

- Promote health equity among distinct 

populations 

- Promote more collaboration at PHC level in 

practice 

 

• Based on the interviews with nurses at the 

health centers [unpublished], they showed 

more enthusiasm and were more motivated 

in joining the WHO PEN program as they 

saw it as a capacity building opportunity 

through the training from the national level. 

The program has indeed expanded their 

scope of practice enabling more services at 

the health centers. 
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• Lack of monitoring (stakeholders views) 

 

• On-going supervision and mentorship, before 

Primary health care staffs were allowed to 

consult patients independently (89) 

• Maintaining great efforts and strong 

coordination from well-trained health workforce 

who work at national, district, and local level 

leads to improving the quality of health services 

(91)  

 

 

• Lack of financial support and drug supplies 

(stakeholders views) 

 

• Through Health Equity and Quality 

Improvement Project (H-EQIP) (see Figure 2), 

the expansion of the WHO PEN coverage is on 

the way (92). More attention should be put on 

enhancing its implementation. It is suggested 

that diabetes management should be more 

explicitly addressed in the quarterly appraisal of 

staff performance as part of the H-EQIP.  

• Raising the quality of care at public health 

facilities is at the heart of the donor-

government-funded Health Equity and Quality 

Improvement Project (H-EQIP) (93) 

 

 

 

• Lack of familiarity with shared decision 

making among health care professionals (94) 

• Capacity building on shared decision making  

with motivational behavior support techniques 

among health care professionals (94) 
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3.2. Recommendation 2: Empower community support 
 

Underlying Factors National Level Sub-national Level (PHD 

and OD) 

Institutional Level Community Level 

 
Governance arrangement (1) Recognize an important 

role of CHWs (VHSG 

and PE) in care 

management  

(1) Strengthen partnerships 

with NGOs and other 

community actors in 

supporting CHWs (VHSG 

and PE)  

(1) Incentivize CHWs (VHSG 

and PE) through free 

health care for themselves 

and immediate family 

members 

(1) Make effective use of 

HCMC platform in 

promoting NCD program 

(diabetes in particular) 

Health service delivery 

arrangement 

  (1) Health centers provide 

training to CWHs (VHSG 

and PE) on care 

management  

(2) Adopt the shared decision-

making process among 

CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

 

Health financing 

arrangement 

(1) Allocate SDG for 

supporting CHWs 

(VHSG and PE) 

 (1) Use SDG to incentivize 

CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

(1) Mobilize community 

resources to support 

CHWs (VHSG and PE) 

Cultural and socio-economic 

factors and lifestyle 

(1) Consider regular 

financial remunerations 

in order to improve their 

working conditions and 

satisfaction which in 

turn could lead to 

improved health care. 

(2) Support and provide 

adequate IEC materials 

to promote health 

education in their 

communities. 

 

  (1) Adopt the shared decision-

making process among 

CHWs and patients which 

is key element of 

successful interventions on 

diabetes care and 

management leading to 

enhance effective 

outcomes and improve 

quality of life for older 

people 
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Table 3: Key findings from systematic reviews and single studies 

 

Study intervention Setting Rationale Country(ies) References 

 

Evaluation of 

characteristics of 

the CHWs 

involved in 

diabetes prevention 

programs and their 

contributions to 

expected 

outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

Community 

settings 

One systematic review 

reported that the CHWs 

have been found to be 

likely contributing better 

program implementation 

and outcomes due to 

shared culture and 

language with the target 

population. CHWs in this 

review delivered the 

intervention activities (led 

or facilitated the group 

sessions included 

developing and organizing 

activities to promote 

healthy diets and physical 

activity) 

The United States 

of America and 

Thailand  

Hill, 2017 (95) 

Identification key 

elements of 

developing self-

care and self-

management  

 

 

Community 

settings 

In an integrative review of 

13 studies shown that 

multiple strategies (shared 

decision-making and 

mutual goal setting) 

between interventionists 

and patients improved 

health behaviors and 

outcomes and a 

combination of group are 

elements of successful 

interventions. These lead 

to enhance effective 

outcomes and improve 

quality of life for older 

people in community-

based settings through the 

CHWs. 

 

Thailand Anuruang, 2014 (40) 

Evaluation of the 

effectiveness of 

peer-led 

intervention in 

improving the 

clinical outcomes 

of patients 

 

 

Community 

and clinic 

settings 

One systematic review 

reported that peer support 

intervention is effective 

and causes clinically and 

statistically significant 

reduction in HbA1C and 

SBP levels and helps in 

achieving better control 

status among DM and 

HTN patients. Peers in the 

The United States 

of America, the 

United Kingdom, 

China, Vietnam, 

and the Philippine  

 

 

Krishnamoorthy, 

2018 (96) 
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review are defined as 

those having similar 

characteristics as the 

target popluation (diabetes 

patients) in terms of 

diagnosis and not being 

professionally trained. The 

interventions included 

both individual and group 

sessions delivered face-to-

face or mobile calls for 

improving glycaemic 

control 

 

 

Evaluation of the 

effects of peer 

support at 

improving 

glycemic control  

 

 

Community 

and clinic 

settings 

One systematic review 

shown that peer support 

models provide a 

potentially flexible means 

for diabetes self-

management education or 

on-going support 

programs but only 

occurred in interventions 

with moderate and high 

frequency of contact and 

more effective with 

patients having poor 

glycaemic control. 

The United States 

of America, 

Ireland, and 

Vietnam  

 

Qi, 2015 (97) 

Exploring the 

challenges CHWs 

in rural Cambodia 

face when 

implementing 

health initiatives. 

Community CHWs in Cambodia are a 

valuable workforce and so 

clearly have a potential 

role in improving 

community health. 

However, without a more 

structured delivery system 

that allows them to be part 

of the planning and 

development process, their 

performance is 

compromised.It was 

observed that CHWs 

require adequate resources 

and tools to do their jobs 

as part of a long-term 

ongoing strategy.   
 

Cambodia Ozano, 2018  (42) 
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Table 4: Implementation considerations for Recommendation 2  

Barriers Facilitators 

 

• Insufficient knowledge and skill of 

CHWs lead to poor performance and 

miss-trust from communities (98) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Train CHWs to improve their competencies prior to 

implementation to make sure that they received 

appropriate key messages. In this regard, it should be 

though using simple terms that can be more easily 

remembered by CHWs due to their low formal 

education. This was shown to be effective in achieving 

better health coverage by CHWs (99, 100). 

• Mutual trust between CHWs and patients facilitated 

smooth delivery of CHWs’ work, and lead to better 

medication adherence and patients’ satisfaction (98). 

 

• Lack of financial support/incentive 

(stakeholders views) and (98) 

 

• Political and financial commitment from government 

lead to the long run of task shifting through supporting 

adequate resources for training activities (99, 101). 

• performance-based incentives were considered efficient 

in increasing CHWs’ job motivations and improving 

their work performance (98) 

 

• Ineffective supervision contributes to 

low CHW morale and poor productivity 

(102) 

• Supervision is an important factor to demonstrate 

better performance (102) 

• Irrelevant training venue and lack of 

means of transport to join training or 

mobile community activities (102). 

• Having training at the community setting had more 

impact than training centers located in a government 

facility, on the learning process and motivation for 

better understanding on the current issue in the 

community and subsequently intervene (102). 

 

• Insufficient refresher training and job 

aids are factors that can influence 

CHVs’ motivation and subsequently 

affect their performance (102). 

• Continuing or refresher training is as important as 

initial training (102): 

- Training should be competence and practice-based 

and located close to CHVs’ working context. 

- Training materials and activities should be 

specifically developed for CHVs rather than using 

training packages developed for facility-based 

workers. Provision of adequate job aids, 

equipment, health diaries, and others has been 

identified as crucial to CHW effectiveness.  

• Not many young generations of CHW 

- Majority of CHWs belonged to the 

middle to elder groups. If this 

condition continues to happen, it will 

lead to shortage of CHVs’ manpower 

in the future (102). 

 

• The concept of selecting younger health workers 

should be expanded and implemented especially in 

younger age groups. A minimum of age requirement 

needs to be set in selection (102). 
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3.3. Recommendation 3: Expand the use of digital technologies to support self-management and coordination for 

the continuum of care 
As mutually reinforcing each other, this policy recommendation would act as a catalyst to policy recommendation 1 and 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

Underlying Factors National Level Sub-national Level (PHD 

and OD) 

Institutional Level Community Level 
 

Governance arrangement (1) Support use of digital 

technologies and 

continuum of care 

(1) Organize training for 

health care staff on use of 

digital technologies 

(1) Adopt some digital 

technologies in 

management and work of 

hospitals and health 

centers 

 

 

 

Health service delivery 

arrangement 

  (1) Use some available 

software application to 

manage care with patients 

at both hospitals and 

health centers 

 

(1) Adopting digital 

technologies as continuum 

of care and promoting self-

management 

 

Health information system (1) Increase coverage of 

PMRS among health 

centers 

 

(1) Organize training on how 

to use PMRS 

 

 

 

Cultural and socio-economic 

factors and lifestyle 

   (1) Adopting digital 

technologies as continuum 

of care and promoting self-

management 
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Table 5: Key findings from systematic reviews and single studies 

 

Study intervention Setting Rationale Country References 

 

Evaluation the 

effectiveness and 

economic impact 

of digital education 

in improving 

health care 

professionals’ 

knowledge, skills, 

attitudes, 

satisfaction, and 

competencies  

 

 

Online 

modalities 

One systematic review 

indicated that digital 

health education proved to 

be more effective in health 

professions’ education in 

increasing diabetes self-

management in relation to 

knowledge and skills of 

self-care practice. 

Australia, the 

United States of 

America, the 

United Kingdom, 

Thailand, and 

Brazil  

 

Huang, 2019  (103) 

Investigation the 

impact of different 

telemedicine 

strategies on 

glycaemic control 

management  

of type 2 diabetes  

 

outpatient 

setting 

A systematic review and 

network meta-analysis 

also confirmed 

effectiveness of 

telemedicine strategies 

which this in improving 

blood glucose control 

through education, small 

group discussion as well 

as structural changes 

(replacing clinic visits 

with remote 

consultations). 

 

Asia, Europe, 

South  

and North 

America, 

 Australia  

 

Lee, 2017 (104) 

Descriptive 

discussion of web-

based behavioral 

interventions for 

the management of 

type 2 diabetes 

mellitus 

 

Online 

modalities 

A systematic review 

shown a favorable 

outcome through  

Goal-setting, personalized 

coaching, interactive 

feedback and online peer 

support groups were some 

of the successful 

approaches which were 

applied in e-interventions 

to manage T2DM. 

 

 

The United States 

of America, 

South Korea, 

Canada and 

Taiwan  

 

Ramadas, 2011 

(105) 

Evaluation the 

impact of 

education through 

mobile text-

messaging on 

glycemic control 

Online 

modalities 

A systematic review 

shown that text 

messaging is diabetic self-

management education 

tool that has a 

Bahrain, the 

United States of 

America, Korea, 

Iran, India 

 

Saffari, 2014 (106) 
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 considerable effect on 

glycemic control  

among patients with type 

2 diabetes 

 

 

Assessment of 

mHealth 

intervention on 

NCD 

Online 

platforms 

Text messaging is a 

dominant mHealth tool 

for patient-directed of 

quality improvement 

interventions in LMIC. It 

reports little on 

implementation barriers, 

while a questionnaire 

among implementors 

reveals significant 

barriers and strategies to 

address them. This 

information is relevant for 

decisions on scale-up of 

mHealth in the domain of 

NCD. 

LMICs Van Olmen J, 

2020(107) 

 

 

 

Table 6: Implementation considerations for Recommendation 3 

 

Barriers Facilitators 

 

• Limited literacy on technology use among 

health care practitioners, CHWs and patients 

(stakeholders views) and (108, 109) 

• Educational reinforcement using technological 

devices (109) 

• Lesson learnt from development web-based 

education in Cambodia context would be 

beneficial. It was found Cambodian local 

initiatives for digital technologies in health can 

be beneficial to health care professionals, 

CHWs and patients with caregivers such as a 

group of doctors at Calmette Hospital in 

Phnom Penh has developed the first free 

application suitable for smartphones to date 

with the prime purpose to raise awareness of 

diabetes and support diabetes self-management  

(110) 

 

• Lack of financial support (stakeholder 

views) 

 

• Political and financial commitment from 

government lead to the long run through 

supporting adequate resources for training 

activities (99, 101). 
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3.4. Recommendation 4: Strengthen ownership of local health governance 
 

This policy recommendation is the most vital one in a way that it enables and sustains the work of the above 3 recommendations. 

Underlying Factors National Level Sub-national Level 

(PHD and OD) 

 

Institutional Level Community Level 

 

Governance arrangement (1) NIPH provides training 

on leadership and 

management to health 

center and hospital 

directors 

 

(1) Involve in all budget and 

resource planning in the 

province and district level 

(2) Organize training to health 

care staff on 

decentralization  

 

 

 

(1) Increase trust and 

strengthen collaboration 

with commune leaders 

(1) Engage actively in HCMC 

meetings 

Health service delivery 

arrangement 

(1) Support community-

based care 

(1) Support and facilitate 

community-based care 

(1) Set up priority planning for 

implementation of 

community-based care on 

diabetes 
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Table 7: Key findings from systematic reviews and single studies 

 

Study intervention Setting Rationale Country References 

 

Identification 

nursing and 

midwifery policy, 

staffing, education 

and training 

interventions, 

collaborative 

efforts and 

strategies that have 

improved the 

quantity, quality 

and relevance of 

the nursing and 

midwifery 

workforce  

 

 

 

 

Primary 

health care 

settings 

One systematic review 

shown that strong 

leadership and governance 

lead to improving health 

care and outcomes among 

vulnerable population 

through collaboration 

between nurses, midwives, 

other health providers and 

organizations, across 

sectors, and with 

communities and 

individuals. 

 

Uganda, South 

Africa, Indonesia, 

Kenya, Cameroon, 

Rwanda, Tanzania  

Germany, the 

United Kingdom, 

the United States, 

Canada, Australia, 

The Netherlands, 

New Zealand 

 

Dawson, 2015 (89) 

Evaluation of the 

effectiveness of 

healthcare 

interventions 

delivered in 

primary care and 

community 

settings, targeting 

poorly controlled 

T2DM 

 

 

Primary 

care and 

community 

settings 

 

One systematic review 

found that organizational 

enhancement has more 

positive effective on the 

interventions for T2DM in 

primary care, are better 

targeted at very poor 

glycaemic control patients. 

 

 

 

The United States 

of America, 

Europe, Australia 

, Mexico, and 

Israel  

 

Murphy, 2017 (82) 

 

 

 

Table 8: Implementation considerations for Recommendation 4  

 

Barriers 

 

Facilitators 

• Limited orientation of sub degree of 

decentralization (stakeholders views) 

- Not fully implementation yet since the 

pandemic of COVID 19 is spreading in 

Cambodia so far  

• Clear orientations on the Sub-degree on 

decentralization of health service to local 

governance (# 199 issued on 04th Dec 2019 ) 

will be a window of opportunity for enhancing 

the ownership of local health governance (in 
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term of financial and human resource allocation) 

(111) 

• Strong political commitment from our 

Cambodia government through Speech from 

Samdech Krola Hom SAR KHENG, Cambodian 

Deputy Prime Minister on 03rd  June 2020 to 

declare the implementation of this sub-degree 

(112). 

• Ensure successful decentralization reforms, as 

reforms are often hampered by quick 

interventions without the slow process necessary 

to build the capacity of sub-national 

governments and community groups to generate 

resources, oversee service delivery, determine 

optimal size and the right mix of 

decentralization.(113) 

 

• Unclear budget planning for health from local 

leaders lead to limitation of financial support 

(stakeholders views) 

 

• Decentralization process holds great potential if 

properly structure. It will help to increase the 

delegation of administrative functions and 

resources from the national to the subnational 

level, as well as improve both administrative 

and financial efficiencies. D&D also holds the 

potential to make the system more accountable 

and responsive to local community needs (114). 

• Strengthen implementation of National Social 

Protection Policy (NSPP) framework 2016–

2025 in order to contribute to achieving UHC in 

Cambodia by expanding population coverage 

through extending coverage under the Health 

Equity Fund to all vulnerable groups accessing 

to health care on diabetes especially social 

assistance in the component of welfare for 

vulnerable people(56). 

 

 

• Limited nationwide coverage of training on 

leadership and management among health care 

professional and community leaders 

(stakeholders views) 

• Expand the coverage training on leadership and 

management among health care professionals as 

this course is available and already trained in 

some provinces by National Institute of Public 

Health (NIPH) approved by Ministry of Health 

(115). 

• Expand the coverage of training on leadership 

and management to local community leaders as 

this course is available and already trained by 

National School of Local Administration 

(NASLA) under General Department of 

Administration, Ministry of Interior (116). 

• Decentralize elements of health sector 

administration and increase the level of 
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autonomy in decision-making. Within the 

evolving process, redefine roles and functions of 

the MoH and its institutions at all levels, adjust 

their organizational structures, accordingly, and 

continue institutional capacity development. 

(114). 

 

• Communication of a community health team 

between different professional groups was 

described as difficult in the early stages of the 

implementation(89) 

• Communication will be improved over time 

when professionals became “aware of each 

other’s public health work, more confident in 

contacting each other (89) 
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Next Steps 
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The aim of this policy document is to foster a dialogue with key stakeholders 

informed by the best available evidence. The intention is not to advocate 

specific recommendations or close off the discussion. Further actions will flow 

from the deliberations that the Briefing Note is intended to inform. These may 

include: 

 

✓ Deliberation amongst policymakers and stakeholders regarding the 

recommendations described in this Briefing Note. 

 

✓ Refining the recommendations, for example by incorporating, 

removing or modifying some components 

 

Next Steps 
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